EXAMPLES OF SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY SURROUNDING THE SEPTEMBER 20, 2018 RELEASE OF TRIP’S 
Preserving Connecticut’s Bridges: The Condition and Funding Needs of Connecticut’s Aging Bridge System

NBC Connecticut @NBCConnecticut · 9m
Report says more than 300 bridges in Connecticut are structurally deficient.
nbcct.co/J9Z5w6 #NBCCT

Study Finds 308 CT Bridges to Be Structurally Deficient
Some of Connecticut’s bridges are slowly falling apart, according to a study released Thursday morning that found 308 bridges in the state are struc... nbccconnecticut.com
WATCH LIVE: Officials are discussing a report that details CT’s 300+ deficient bridges. wfsb.com/news/report-ev...
A new report says Connecticut has more than 300 structurally deficient bridges. Where are they?

Report Says Connecticut Has More Than 300 Structurally Deficient Bridges
A new report says that Connecticut has more than 300 bridges that are "structurally deficient."
courant.com
FOX 61 📰 @FOX61News · 17h
Report: More than 300 bridges in Connecticut deficient

HARTFORD - More than 300 bridges in Connecticut - carrying 4.3 million vehicles daily - are structurally deficient and in need of repair or repla...
Report: Hundreds of State Bridges Need Repair ctnewsjunkie.com/archives/entry... via @ctnewsjunkie
National League of Cities @leagueofcities - 2h
@TRIP_inc’s report on #CTBridges is full of powerful stats on Connecticut’s aging bridges. Another clear indicator that we need the federal government to partner with cities and fix America’s ailing infrastructure: #RebuildWithUs

AGING BRIDGES

THE FOURTH HIGHEST SHARE IN THE NATION

59% of Connecticut’s bridges are 50 years old or older

National League of Cities @leagueofcities - 3m
The Connecticut Construction Industries Association (CCIA) has released a TRIP report that examines bridge conditions statewide and for each county. View the full report on their website: tripnet.org #CTBridges #RebuildWithUs @TRIP_Inc
There are 32 "structurally deficient" bridges in #NewLondon County, including the Gold Star, according to a new report. bit.ly/2NxchOg
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc

“The idea of our bridges being structurally deficient is not intended to frighten people. It’s intended to underscore the importance of investing in our infrastructure before it’s too late.” - Amy Parmenter, AAA Greater Hartford @TRIP_Inc #CTBridges http://ow.ly/v9Zm30lTcLm
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“The idea of our bridges being structurally deficient is not intended to frighten people. It’s intended to underscore the importance of investing in our infrastructure before it’s too late.” - Amy Parmenter, AAA Greater Hartford @TRIP_Inc #CTBridges http://ow.ly/v9Zm30lTcLm
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Report: Connecticut ranks 4th nationally in share of bridges over 50 years old https://www.theday.com/article/20180920/NWS01/180929934 ... via @thedayct @TRIP_Inc #CTBridges
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The efficiency of Connecticut’s roads and bridges is critical to the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc report says $489 billion in goods are shipped to and from sites in Connecticut each year, mostly by truck #CTBridges http://ow.ly/duKz30lTcHc
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc
Connecticut ranks fourth nationally in share of older bridges. The average age of all Connecticut’s bridges is 53 years and the average age of the state’s more than 300 structurally deficient bridges is 69 years @TRIP_Inc #CTBridges http://ow.ly/duKz30lTcHc
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National League of Cities @leagueofcities 24h24 hours ago

Everyone fighting for solutions to America's infrastructure crisis should take a look at the @TRIP_Inc report on #CTBridges As city leaders, let's urge Congress to #RebuildWithUs http://www.tripnet.org/
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Asphalt Contractor @AsphaltContrctr 24h24 hours ago

Outdated Bridges in #Connecticut Put 4.3 Million Vehicles at Risk Each Day According to new @TRIP_Inc Report: https://buff.ly/2QN1t71
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The efficiency of Connecticut’s roads and bridges is critical to the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc report says $489 billion in goods are shipped to and from sites in Connecticut each year, mostly by truck #CTBridges http://ow.ly/duKz30lTcHc
@TRIP_Inc’s report on #CTBridges is full of powerful stats on Connecticut’s aging bridges. Another clear indicator that we need the federal government to partner with cities and fix America’s ailing infrastructure! #RebuildWithUs
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“The idea of our bridges being structurally deficient is not intended to frighten people. It’s intended to underscore the importance of investing in our infrastructure before it’s too late.” - Amy Parmenter, AAA Greater Hartford @TRIP_Inc #CTBridges http://ow.ly/v9Zm30lTcLm
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More than 300 Connecticut Bridges Structurally Deficient http://ow.ly/YAyq30lTUyw @TRIP_Inc
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The Connecticut Construction Industries Association (CCIA) has released a TRIP report that examines bridge conditions statewide and for each county. View the full report on their website: http://www.tripnet.org/ #CTBridges #RebuildWithUs @TRIP_Inc
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Connecticut ranks fourth nationally in share of older bridges. The average age of all Connecticut’s bridges is 53 years and the average age of the state’s more than 300 structurally deficient bridges is 69 years @TRIP_Inc #CTBridges http://ow.ly/duKz30lTcHc